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My bt mobile number

By Hollan Johnson in most cases it is not possible to choose your mobile phone number from scratch. But many mobile providers, such as Verizon Wireless and AT&amp;T Wireless, allow customers to dial a mobile phone number from the list if they want to. In many cases, you can also transfer your old mobile number to your new account. The only way to
find out if you can choose your mobile phone number is to contact your service provider. Call your service provider or online to your service provider's website. If you want to change your service provider, contact your new service provider by going to its website or by calling it. Ask your representative if and how you can select your mobile phone number from
the list of numbers. If it is a new service provider, ask how to change your service and select a number. Also, ask if you can transfer your old phone number to a new service if you want. Sign in to your account on the website or create a new account. In the list of available numbers, select a new phone number. Author Jesse Strickland Porting Authorization
Code (PAC) is the code that your current mobile phone provider must create and give you that you migrate your current number to another provider. Your current provider is required to issue you pac within two business days, but you can take up to a month to transfer the number. If you still have a contract with your current service provider, you'll have to pay
an early termination fee or pay the rest of the contract. Do not cancel the current contract or cancel the service. To obtain PAC, you must have a valid number with your current service provider. Call your service provider at your customer service number. Follow the automatic instructions to speak directly to the customer service agent. Ask the agent to send
the PAC to you, which will be delivered by post, text or email, depending on the company. Use PAC with a new provider within 30 days of it being released because it will expire at that time. If mobile users surf the Web they also may be inadvertently disclosing their phone numbers, a security researcher said Thursday. The problem lies in the fact that some
networks are redesigning Web data, known as proxy servers, which are used to help websites display properly small screens on some phones. According to Collin Mulliner, a postgraduate student at Technische Universitat Berlin, some operators are redesigning the Web for the data they send to websites too, and adding sensitive customer information, such
as phone numbers, that can then be logged by Web publishers. Mulliner, a self-described mobile hacker, discovered the problem by looking at his personal site's web server logs and examining a large number of HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol) headers from mobile operators. In a talk at the CanSecWest conference in Vancouver, Mulliner said he found
data that can be used to identify users mobile web traffic sent to a major carrier like UK Orange and Canada's Rogers Wireless. This information sometimes contained unique identifiers such as the international mobile subscriber identification number, customer account numbers and the most alarming mobile phone numbers. It's a pretty nice way to track cell
phone numbers, Mulliner said. Mulliner doesn't know why carriers are adding this information to mobile proxy Web applications, but he said it's bad practice. Neither Orange nor Rogers Wireless immediately responded to requests for comment. In some countries it is possible to do reverse searches of mobile phone numbers, so the web operator could mine
this header information and use this profile of visitors without their knowledge. You can actually see who visits your website, he said. Phone numbers are much more personal than your email address. The problem mainly affects mid-priced phones that need a Web proxy to format web pages on their smaller screens. Modern smartphones like iPhone or
Android do not require it. For people who worry that their phone might be vulnerable to this problem, Mulliner has set up a website that tests for data leaks and reports that http headers have been found. The website turns red when it finds a phone number, green, when everything seems normal. Mulliner allows you not to save data from these tests. Note: If
you buy something after clicking on the links to our articles, we can earn a small commission. For more information, see our partner link policy. Sean Gallup/Staff/Getty Images News/Getty Images To find out your cell phone number, settings on the menu can be checked, or a call from another phone caller-ID can show the number. This information can also
be provided by your service provider. One phone, one option is to select a menu and then navigate to Tools, Settings or Options. These tags depend on the phone provider. Find a tab that says My number or something similar. When you call another phone with a caller ID, the number is displayed on the caller ID screen when the phone rings. You can also
contact the store or provider by calling the customer service number of that company, providing information to verify your account and asking for a phone number. The phone number is also displayed on your monthly phone bill. This number is usually listed according to billing information at the top of the invoice. Some companies choose to use the phone
number as an account number. Knowing the correct phone number on your phone allows the owner to provide that information in an emergency, in important business situations or with the company's family and friends. A telephone number may also be required when filling out financial documents or opening an account with the company. (Image credit: BT)
All BT Mobile customers now have access to the operator's 5G data service. So far, only those with a BT Halo subscription combined with 4G, 5G and fiber single product, can get the fastest speed. Customers can choose from one of four 5G plans, data allowances ranging from 6GB to 100GB per month, and a variety of phones ranging from the likes of
OnePlus, Huawei and Samsung.This includes the flagship Samsung Galaxy S10 device. BT Mobile 5GBT Mobile uses the eE network owned by BT to provide its services. The EE 5G network is currently the UK's largest in terms of availability, with Rootmetrics recently recording 450.9Mbps on the streets Birmingham.EE 5G available in parts of London,
Birmingham, Manchester, Edinburgh, Cardiff, Belfast, Glasgow, Newcastle, Leeds, Liverpool, Hull, Sunderland, Sheffield, Nottingham, Leicester, Coventry, Bristol and Wakefield and Wolverhampton. Today, the focus is on the busiest parts of each city and city, such as train stations and public places. Our BT Halo customers have had some of the first to
enjoy 5G in the UK, and we are now giving all our customers the opportunity to get superfast, reliable mobile connections even in the most active locations, said Pete Oliver, BT Consumer Marketing MD. Whether you're watching HD TV or sports on the way home, 5G makes a big difference compared to everyday experiences and opens up even more
exciting new experiences such as augmented reality and HD mobile. Vodafone and O2 also operate 5G mobile services, while three currently offer 5G-enabled Fixed Wireless Access (FWA) home broadband. Here are the best mobile phone deals for February 2020 Mobile users who would like to switch their voice mail to Google as a voice can now do so
without losing their existing mobile phone number. In the past, Going Google is necessary using a phone number supplied by Google. However, those who keep their current mobile phone numbers miss some of Gvoice's most advanced features. Nonetheless, Gvoice offers free voice mail features that most mobile users have only previously dreamed of. We
are pleased to announce that you can now get Google Voice with your Google number or an existing mobile phone number. If you choose to use Google Voice with your existing number, you won't get some features, such as parsing and recording a call, but you'll still get many others - including Google Voice Mail, the company said in a blog post announcing
the changes. (Here's our hands-on review of Gvoice). Here's a feature list for those who choose to get a new Google number for your existing number: Online, searchable voice mail Free automated voice mail transcription Custom voice mail greetings from various callers post and SMS notifications Low price international calling Those who choose to get a
new Google number to get all of the above, plus these additional features: One number that reaches you on all your phones via SMS email Call screening Listen to call recording a conference call blocking a Google voice remains only an invitation but invitations are not too difficult to get. Ask who already uses the service to invite you (although remember that
they may have already passed your limited invitation stash) or ask for an invitation here. My take: I love Google voice and am tempted to make a change on my iPhone, but fear of losing AT&amp;T's visual voice mail features. I've considered replacing my wireline phone with Gvoice, but the service doesn't (yet) easily support multiple users by sharing a single
number. Right now, I'm continuing to use Ringcentral for my small business and AT&amp;T unified messaging at home, but both can be short-term if Google voice adds the necessary features. David Coursey tweets as a @techinciter and can be contacted through his website. Note: If you buy something after clicking on the links to our articles, we can earn a
small commission. For more information, see our partner link policy. Details.
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